The Digital Humanities do not (yet) exist in Portugal! As introductory statement for an essay on the state of Digital Humanities in Portugal, the phrase carries two risks. On the one hand, it might give the impression that in the Portuguese academy the Humanities are not connected with digital technologies, since these were not integrated into the methodological and epistemological framework of the Humanities disciplines. This idea, however, is not correct, and I believe that sufficient examples will be presented in this essay to demonstrate that Portuguese researchers do not lag behind in the international evolution of the field of Digital Humanities. Moreover, the statement is made in the context of an essay that looks at the progress made in recent decades from a very particular perspective, through the eyes of an historian. And in this case the risk is high because I will not only privilege a look at Digital History (though not exclusively), as this point of observation can lead to the temptation to draw conclusions about all Humanities through observation about developments of only one of its disciplines.

But the statement retains all its acuity if one focuses on a discourse analysis, on the appropriation of concepts and expressions of Digital Humanities that in other countries or linguistic areas have been circulating for years, or if we give attention to aspects of the institutional and formal integration of this new field. Again, talking about a „new“ thing when one talks about „Digital Humanities“, the term having been coined a decade ago¹, may seem odd. Even more so because I will assume that despite the fact that Digital Humanities as a coherent, comprehensive and institutionalized disciplinary field in terms of its penetration in academia does not yet exist in Portugal, it is not possible to say that the interaction between the Humanities and the digital technologies is something recent or even negligible in the country. Rather, this interaction has already a decades-long history and is in good health, at least from my point of view.

With these brief remarks I have tried to provide clues to the way in which I will approach the issue of the transformation from „Computing for the Humanities“ to „Digital Humanities“ and the state of this transformation in Portugal, in 2014. In the following text I will develop three major aspects. The first is to draw attention to those who seem to have been the disciplinary fields where, despite everything, the Digital Humanities (in the broad perspective as will be regarded here) have asserted themselves in a more comprehensive manner. I think it is here that I run into greater risks, not only for what I have mentioned above, but certainly because a significant part, perhaps, of the achievements and of the researchers might have escaped the look that I sought to cast upon the past few decades, always influenced by my own experience and the work carried out in the field of History. But this can be considered as a work in progress and it is open to criticism and suggestions. A second point to note is that emphasis will be given to the main lines of development in the relationship between historical research and digital methodologies, resources and tools. Finally, I will try to make a brief analysis of what has been the Digital Humanities discourse appropriation in recent years, with very debatable data and methods for sure, because studies are still scarce and little systematic information is available that would allow to go beyond an introductory reflection.

once more risky to define a specific discipline where the relevant use of digital technologies has been pioneering, compared to what was happening in the others. Overall, the first examples, individual cases of researchers’ isolated efforts, can be observed since at least the late 1970s. However, at that time in Portugal, as around the world, incorporating the computer or computing in the work of the humanist was not easy, because technological advances still did not allow for a democratization of access to this „huge“ machinery of electronic information processing. Examples from Philology, Linguistics, Archaeology or History, for example, were sporadic, very punctual. And on the whole, perhaps these were the areas where the need for an earlier „democratization“ was more urgent.

Undoubtedly, the 1980s saw the use of the computer expand, both in terms of computational analysis of some corpora, or in the development of databases applied to historical or demographic studies, for example. Precisely one of the most dynamic areas since that time and where the interconnection between digital and research in the humanities has made a marked journey is from Philology and Linguistics\(^2\), although only recently the term „Digital Humanities“ has been associated with it, as evidenced by the 2013 edition of the volume „Património Textual e Humanidades Digitais [Textual Heritage and Digital Humanities]“. In the introduction, the editors of the book provide an analysis of the impact generated by the encounter between Philology and the digital. They say that „if it is true that the discussion about the status of this recent domain and, specifically, the impact of the technology transfer to the scope of Philology still remains open, it is undisputed that the Digital Humanities require multidisciplinary teams“, and that represents more than a mere „transfer of computer tools to the field of the Humanities“.\(^3\)

Still, according to the same authors, in the case of the study of the Portuguese language „the Digital Humanities made meaningful progress thanks to projects like the CIPM - Corpus Informatizado do Português Medieval\(^4\) [Computerized Corpus of Medieval Portuguese] (CLUNL), the DICweb – Corpus Lexicográfico do Português\(^5\) [Portuguese Lexicographical Corpus] (Universidade de Aveiro/CLUL) and the PS. Post Scriptum – Arquivo Digital de Escrita Quotidiana em Portugal e Espanha na Época Moderna\(^6\) [Digital Archive of Everyday Writing in Portugal and Spain in the Early-Modern Era]“, but there are active projects from at least 1988, such as the CRPC - Corpus de Referência do Português Contemporâneo\(^7\) [Contemporary Portuguese Reference Corpus].

These projects also show what has been a trend inside the academic community that integrates the digital in their research projects, whether in the field of Philology and Linguistics, in Literary Studies or in Art Studies: the production and online availability of digital text archives. In the area of language studies there are several projects dedicated to creating digital archives of texts (ancient documents, correspondence or literary texts). An example, in addition to some of the


\(^3\)Maria Filomena Gonçalves / Ana Paula Banza (eds.), Património Textual e Humanidades Digitais: da antiga a nova Filologia, Évora 2013, pp. 4–5).


\(^5\)<http://clp.dlc.ua.edu/Project.aspx> (23.07.2014).


\(^7\)Maria Filomena Gonçalves / Ana Paula Banza (eds.), Património Textual e Humanidades Digitais: da antiga à nova Filologia, Évora 2013, p. 7.

In the confluence between digital technologies and Literary Studies, Portela has been one of the most dynamic researchers in incorporating the Digital Humanities’ discourse, with publications and projects dedicated to electronic publishing and the creation of digital texts archives. Also the studies by Pedro Barbosa on text created by computer, developed since the mid-1990s, are evidence of this link between text and digital technology, an activity that is currently developed by a broader team in the Centro de Estudos em Texto Informático e Ciber cultura [Centre for Studies in Computerized Text and Cyberculture], at University Fernando Pessoa. Helena Barbas, at New University of Lisbon has also developed an effort to integrate digital culture into the Literary Studies and presents a multifaceted research path where, among other studies, one should highlight the work on digital storytelling and cultural heritage.

In the more specific field of Theatre Studies one can cite the work of the Centro de Estudos de Teatro [Centre for Theatre Studies] at the University of Lisbon, in existence since 1994 and providing a regular online presence since 2000, with several digital archives and databases on Portuguese theater. Lastly, still under Literary Studies and exploring the connections between literature, landscape and environment, the project „Atlas das Paisagens Literárias de Portugal Continental [Atlas of Literary Landscapes of Mainland Portugal]“, coordinated by Ana Isabel Queiroz at New University of Lisbon, deserves to be highlighted. It is a relevant project for the interdisciplinary perspective, as well as the innovative combination of text analysis, relational databases and geographic information systems.
The entanglement of the Humanities with digital technologies in Portugal has not been limited to the digitization, analysis and academic publication of texts. Major steps forward have been taken in the areas of Intangible Heritage, Music and Dance, or Art History in recent years, using diverse technologies, with an emphasis on digital video and sound to preserve popular culture, in multimodal analysis about performing arts, on 3D reconstruction or on historical modelling in virtual environment, of which the most recent and promising examples is undoubtedly what is being developed at the University of Évora about the city of Lisbon in the pre-1755 Earthquake. Also in the field of simulation and the creation of so-called „serious games” interesting developments have taken place, as can be seen by the work done, for example, at the University of Coimbra and at New University of Lisbon.

Digital Humanities and Historical Research: From early efforts to the Google era

History and Archaeology are no specific or unique cases within the general framework of the evolution of Digital Humanities in Portugal, at least with regard to the chronology of this evolution. The beginnings are also situated in the late 1970s and early 1980s, but it was the following decade that saw one of the major periods of development of the field in the Portuguese academia. There are however some peculiarities that justify an emphasis on these two disciplines, in particular concerning the methods used and tools adopted.

In 1983, the historian António Hespanha published the text „A micro-informática no trabalho do historiador [The micro-informatics in the work of the historian]”. In this essay he intended to make a balance (maybe precociously) about the use of information technology in teaching and research. Talking about major projects focused on technology and centralized resources, and about the use of computers mainly for statistical operations, in his opinion the 1980s promised
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17.António Manuel Hespanha, A Micro-Informática no Trabalho do Historiador [The micro-informatics in the work of the historian]. In this essay he intended to make a balance (maybe precociously) about the use of information technology in teaching and research. Talking about major projects focused on technology and centralized resources, and about the use of computers mainly for statistical operations, in his opinion the 1980s promised
an „information revolution“ with more accessible computers and the dissemination of ready to use software packages. Still, Hespanha felt the need to explain in his article in great detail the workings of computer language as well as the features and functions of the physical components of the „personal computer“. In 1983, this machine was still unknown to the general public and was only recognized by a minority of researchers in the scientific community. On asking what computers could do for historians or historians could get from a computer, Hespanha started with the obvious, the use of PCs in the statistical calculation. Through calculation and its complexification, enhanced by the PCs’ computing power, historians started to have at their disposal a tool for analysis to perform operations previously impossible or too time-consuming and ultimately allow them to advance the „historiographical reasoning“ to interpretative models based on „modeling and extrapolation“. Hespanha admitted „some optimism“ in his remarks, but pointed to a higher accuracy in the collection and systematization of historical data, forced by the dynamics of computing that ultimately would lead to an approach between History and the Social Sciences.

In 1985, Joaquim Carvalho sought to register similar conclusions, this time extended to the bulk of the Humanities. Probably resulting from this optimism, the first „Encontro sobre História e Informática [Meeting on History and Computing]“ took place in 1988, organized by the Portuguese History Teachers Association. The second meeting was already organized by the Portuguese Association for History and Computing (APHI), at the University of Minho in April 1989. Enthusiasm for the novelty of the subject in Portugal was certainly responsible for the success of the initiative, which had „about 300“ attendees, and was then classified as „one of the largest events of its kind in Europe. “[28]

The APHI began publishing a newsletter, „O Boletim da Associação Portuguesa de História e Informática [The Bulletin of the Portuguese Association for History and Computing]“ in March 1989, with Joaquim Carvalho of the University of Coimbra as one of the main driving forces. It capitalized on the enthusiasm regarding the intersection between historical research and computing which was then growing internationally, with the publication of the first volume of the journal History and Computing in the same year. The APHI was working as a branch of the Association for History and Computing in Portugal.

That same year saw the publication of the book „Informática e Ciências Humanas [Computing and Human Sciences]“ by Conceição Monteiro Rodrigues, with the collaboration of Carlos Alberto Trindade, a Computer Science Engineer. The author had been a pioneer in the application of computing to research methods in Archaeology in Portugal, with the publication of „A informática ao serviço da História da Arte e Arqueologia [Computing at the service of Art History and Archaeology]“ in 1979, and by teaching a course on „Introdução à Informática Aplicada à História [Introduction to Computing and History]“ in the New University of Lisbon in the early 1980s.29 Her book from 1989 gave a portrait of the skepticism raging in the Portuguese academic community regarding the use of computing resources in the Humanities, but also a reflection on the mental changes and the new methods necessary for the integration of information technology in Humanities research. Already at that time she emphasized that in the application of computing to research methods in the Social Sciences and Humanities researchers needed to leave the comfort zone represented by the quantitative approach, and to focus increasingly
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on the qualitative domain. Again we see a clear line of confluence with international developments, such as the call to a „qualitative and quantitative revolution in the relationship between history and computing. “

Another important element of the 1980s was the creation of software specifically designed for the work of the historian/archivist, as was the case with Herodotus v1.00, a program for the management of documents and data recovery, thought in the image of Manfred Thaller’s Kleio. The project Herodotus was based at the New University of Lisbon and was coordinated by António Hespanha.

Despite all the initiatives and publications, the truth was that the application of digital technologies, was generally viewed with skepticism. In a 2011 interview António Hespanha recalled his admission to the Institute of Social Sciences in 1983: His team’s „empirical research strongly supported by computational means” generated „mistrust” and was regarded as a „bizarreness“. Yet he assembled a team that gained research experience in handling large volumes of data, „represented in a homogeneous and regular way, searchable, comparable and reducible to great patterns in a matter of seconds“.

The use of databases, whether for serial, demographic or prosopographic studies, subsequently became a marked trend, with several teams in universities all over the country using these software tools in their research projects. To quote just a few representative examples


one should mention the studies on parishes reconstitution coordinated by Norberta Amorim, at University of Minho; work on disentailment in the nineteenth century carried out by Luís Silveira, at New University of Lisbon; work on the Ancien Régime’s society developed by Joaquim Carvalho, at the University of Coimbra; or about the population in the first half of the nineteenth century equally by Luís Silveira.

Norberta Amorim indeed pointed out in the early 1990s that the use of „micro-computer” technique, including databases, had promoted the evolution of her studies on the reconstitution of families as developed in the 1960s into a broader methodology of parishes reconstitution since the mid-1980s. The fact that Amorim used the term „database“ in quotes throughout an important article published in 1991 reveals just how new this technology was for the humanities’ academic milieu at the time. Even the researchers who did use these new digital tools showed some skepticism, pointing to the „convenience” of continuing to hold records in „notebooks (...) that operate
as duplicates for the electronic records”. Still, the transition to the computer media were assigned a number of advantages related to the storage capacity and speed of information processing, easy searchability and automation of a set of processes that facilitated the historian’s life.

A few years later the quotes tended to disappear from the term „database” and the advantages of computerizing the research process were presented with greater clarity, in particular the ability to give a „new impetus to the work made with massive historical information” by „strengthening the scientific basis of the studies” developed and by „enhancing interdisciplinary research”. Due to the advancement of projects in historical demography, the „SEED, Sistema para o Estudo da Evolução Demográfica [System for the Study of Demographic Evolution]” became available. In 2004, in an outline summary of what had been the development of the relationship between computer science and historical demography, João Antero Ferreira could declare that the trend of the last twenty years gave an „example of success”.

However, until the mid-1990s and with rare exceptions, the IT tools used in history projects were developed by engineers and computer technicians, often with no direct intervention from the humanists in the critical process of building the computer model data, for instance, which today is considered crucial for the development of databases applied to Humanities projects. One of the most significant exceptions corresponds to the works developed by Joaquim Carvalho, concerned not only with the use of computer resources to assist in the „effective [management of a] large amount of multivariate data”, but essentially with the need to make these tools and methods „reusable”. He also drew attention to the very process of developing the digital tools that would enable to shed light on the „internal logic of certain historical processes”. This work culminated in the TimeLink project, an online open source tool for analyzing prosopographical networks.

The importance and relevance of digital resources available for historical research was widely acknowledged in the mid-1990s, and the potential of the Internet for the discipline was recognized. Nevertheless, in 1997 the „historian with strong IT background” was still considered „rare”. In addition to those already mentioned there were few researchers or even research teams that focused their research solely or at least largely on the use of digital tools and methods.

In 2005, „the building of databases” stood out as „the feature par excellence” of the „use of information technology for historical research”. Despite technological advances the use of these tools was designed almost exclusively to process „sources that have structured and serial information”. The wider dissemination of databases (also
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48Joaquim Carvalho, Comportamentos Morais e Estruturas Sociais numa paróquia de Antigo Regime (Soure, 1680–1720), Coimbra 1997.
due to the fact that history projects funded by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology currently are usually expected to develop a database, the greater familiarity of researchers with these tools and also their growing versatility have allowed other forms of use, especially for non-structured information, a trend discernible by the projects presented at a recent workshop on „Bases de dados para as Ciências Humanas [Databases for Humanities]“ and in some published papers seeking to cross textual sources, databases and geographic information systems.

Associated with some of these projects that have privileged the use of relational databases and particularly with those who had a stark territorial component, the use of geographic information systems (GIS) has been developed from the mid-1990s. In this field a research team from the New University of Lisbon, coordinated by Luís Silveira, has carried out pioneering work. As can be observed for other countries, the beginnings of historians’ involvement with GIS technologies lay in major projects to reconstruct the historic administrative county boundaries in an effort to create a basis to study the quantitative data collected in long temporal series. In Portugal, these efforts culminated in 2001 with the release of the site Atlas, Cartografia Histórica [Atlas, Historical Cartography], and today are accepted as a well-established area of research, with studies ranging from Urban History to Transnational History.

The use of web-GIS for making historical research available was furthered by the website „Atlas Histórico Digital do Alentejo [Digital Historical Atlas of Alentejo]“, a project today unfortunately only partially available through the Internet Archive. More recently we can point out the work carried out under the DynCoopNet project with the Portuguese team being coordinated by Amélia Polónia from University of Oporto.

Fig. 3: Atlas of Historical Cartography (01.09.2014)

For the field of Archaeology, GIS is an area of well developed research, with the second half of the 1990s and the creation of the “Endovélico” system as a milestone. Since then GIS work has been carried out in all Portuguese universities and with very diverse thematic and temporal perspectives of analysis. Running the risk of leaving out relevant works for Digital Archaeology, I present only a few examples, pointing out the works developed by Manuela Martins, Marcos Osório, Jorge Freire or Miguel Nogueira.62

In History, the creation and online availability of digital archives has also generated much interest in academia, and examples of almost all universities and History research centres in the country can be used to illustrate this interest. To mention a few, there are the „Memórias Paroquiais 1758 [1758 Parishes’ Descriptions]“ at the University of Évora63 coordinated by Fernanda Olival, the MOSCA project also at Évora64, coordinated by João Freire and Paulo Guimarães65 or the project „Portugal 14-18“ at the New University of Lisbon, one of the first examples of using crowdsourcing to collect documents and memories, in this case about the First World War.66

In some recent works, the community of researchers linked to History and Archaeology felt the need to make a balance of the implementation of digital research methodologies in these two disciplines, although the


main focus has been given to developments in international terms.67 The exception to this scenario is the study of Maria Cristina Guardado and Maria Manuel Borges, dedicated exclusively to the Portuguese case68, although more focused on trying to identify the centers and research projects where the area of Digital History has had more impact. From these studies we get the idea that Digital History and Digital Archaeology in Portugal today, as it occurred in the late 1980s, again appear to be in a new phase of importing paradigms, this time centered on the incorporation of the discourse of the Digital Humanities.

What we talk about when we talk about Digital Humanities in Portugal (version 2.014)

The attempt to claim a new field of research can be made through a more formal and institutional way, with the creation of centers and institutes focusing specifically on the development of new subjects or methodologies. One can rely on the elaboration of a distinct discourse, adapting and reconfiguring trends coming from the past or importing expressions, concepts, methods and problems of other disciplines or other academic communities, especially from abroad. Or, obviously, one can follow both paths parallelly. In the Portuguese case, the current trend seems to be the second strategy. I’m not saying this to argue that some of the aforementioned research centers or even others more focused on a digital/computational perspective (e.g. the Instituto de Linguística Teórica e Computacional [Institute of Theoretical and Computational Linguistics]) cannot be integrated into what we now call Digital Humanities. To a large extent it is precisely in these centers that have arisen the very practice and discourse that tend to affirm the new field in Portugal. However, the process has been less systematic, more informal, and can only be detected by paying attention to other signs away from the formalism of institutions.

It is difficult to guarantee with absolute certainty who used the phrase „Digital Humanities“ in Portuguese for the first time and when, and that might not be very relevant. However, it is clear that this use is already a first sign of the beginning of the transformation process from „computing for the Humanities“ or „computing applied to Humanities“ to the „Digital Humanities“. Without absolute certainties, it is likely that the year 2010 was the turning point. There are several signs that point in this direction and they are visible either through teaching or research.

Helena Barbas, one of the researchers already mentioned above, has sought to stimulate the field of Digital Humanities at the New University of Lisbon at least since 2004 by offering free courses, several graduate and master courses. In the Literary Studies area she has proven a pioneer in the adoption of either a digital perspective to teaching, or in the incorporation of designations that currently characterize the field. If in 2007 she introduced the master course „Literature and New Media“, in 2010 she changed its name to „Digital Humanities“. From what we can ascertain this may have been the first time that the term „Humanidades Digitais [Digital Humanities]“ came to be use in an official manner, in Portuguese, in the Portuguese academy.

But from what has been determined in an online survey of curriculum guides from several universities, the expression remains virtually absent, with one exception. At the University Fernando Pessoa „Teaching and Management of Education“ department, there is currently a chair in „Ciência, tecnologia e humanidades digitais [Science, technology and digital humanities]“. The course was created in 2009, but it gained the term „digital humanities“ only in 2013. Nevertheless there remain other designations that although not incorporating the trendy expression, so to speak, may also be included in the field of Digital Humanities.

One example is the course on „Information Technology Applied to History“, which is compulsory in the History degree at the New University of Lisbon, running since 2002; another is the master „Euromachs - European Heritage, Digital Media and the Information Society“, created in 2008, at the University of Coimbra; or yet another the seminar „Digital Culture and Literature Studies“, of the MA in Anglo-American Studies also in Coimbra and running since 2005. Obviously, all these examples and others who might join them, demonstrate that the field of Digital Humanities existed before the expression was assigned to it. Probably the field already existed and continues to exist whether the imported designation is used or not.

In research and academic publications the assertion of the discourse that incorporates the name or concept of „Digital Humanities“ is also new and we cannot say, once again, that its use is very broad. A search done in the „Repositório Científico de Acesso Aberto de Portugal 70See <http://www.helenabarbas.net/> (23.07.2014).
There are also more recent and perhaps more symbolic cases of this appropriation of a new vocabulary to describe a practice already in use for a few decades, probably pursued now in order to give a new breath to the assertion of this field of research and teaching. This is visible in publications where the expression is used frequently, where it appears explicitly in the title, or even when it is used to formalize research lines with explicit reference to the field as the „Humanidades Digitais e Investigação Histórica [Digital Humanities and Historical Research]“ thematic research line at the New University of Lisbon or the „Núcleo Património e Humanidades Digitais [Heritage and Digital Humanities Research Group]“ at the University of Coimbra.

Finally a look at the world of blogging done through a Google search for „Humanidades Digitais“ in the page title does not detect an abundant use of the designation. Apparently the first reference in a blog entry was made in 2010 and then using the expression „humanidades digitais“ instead of the English equivalent appearing only in two other cases. A similar search carried out on PORBASE, the National Bibliographic Database which aggregates the major national libraries highlights the absence of these expressions, whether the search is done in the subject or the title fields, which once again demonstrates that the appropriation of the discourse connected to this field of research in Portuguese academia is still very low.

There are obviously exceptions and the last two years have seen an increased number of references. The terms „computing to...“ or „Informatics applied to...“ still appear, but increasingly, at least within the group of researchers more involved in studies of strong digital component, the designation „Digital Humanities“ tends to appear. See, for example, some works of Idalete Maria da Silva Dias, since 2012, with several communications in congresses on the theme of Digital Humanities: „Was heißt Digital Humanities/digitale Geisteswissenschaften eigentlic?“ („O que são as Humanidades Digitais [What are the Digital Humanities]?”) or „Repensar as Humanidades na Era Digital [Rethinking the Humanities in the Digital Age]“, are two examples. The author had done some communications already in 2008 on the same subject, but then using the expression „Humanidades e Tecnologias [Humanities and Technology]“.74

In conclusion, we can say that Digital Humanities in Portugal are...
in a period of transition. Taking into account the generic feature that is usually associated with this field – a strong link between research in the Humanities and the incorporation of methods and tools from Digital Technologies – then the practice and the practitioners of Digital Humanities in Portugal stem from the 1980s. On the one hand, the Portuguese academic “mainstream” has never regarded this field favourably, yet it never failed to make its way – sometimes a rather individualistic way, without too many contacts and collaborations between researchers or research groups. On the other hand, the appropriation of a new, imported discourse has so far not assumed the character of an “overwhelming wave”, much to the contrary. Nevertheless, recent developments show broad acceptance for the need to renew the affirmation of a perspective for research, practice, teaching and outreach that is increasingly interdisciplinary, collaborative and internationalized.

In order to popularize this trend among the research community in the Humanities, a series of events and initiatives have taken place both in Portuguese and Spanish. Examples are the Portuguese and Spanish edition of the „Day of Digital Humanities“ that took place for the first time in June 2013 („Dia das Humanidades Digitais 2013“79 and for the second time in October 2014). It is also important to highlight the foundation of the „Associação das Humanidades Digitais [Association of Digital Humanities]“80 in October 2013 that seeks to bring together researchers and research projects in this field in the Brazilian and Portuguese academic milieus.81 A further indication of the popularity of Digital Humanities in Portugal is the fact that a recent study that sought to map Digital Humanities in Spanish and Portuguese put Portugal in the third place, after Spain and Mexico, in the number of researchers who currently identify as „digital humanists.“82

Finally, the distinction between Digital Humanities and Digital History made in this article was more instrumental than indicative of the actual situation or desired. Digital History is an integral and very active part of the Digital Humanities just as History is part of the Humanities and Social Sciences. From my perspective, using Digital Humanities with its diversity of methods and potential for thematic richness in order to strengthen interdisciplinarity is a way of asserting the place and relevance of Digital Technologies in humanistic studies. Portugal, at the moment, is slowly walking this path and the recent impetus given by the introduction of the Digital Humanities discourse can be seen as a way to achieve that goal.
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81 A communication on these trends and initiatives, as well as how they can represent the assertion of this new discourse in the field of Portuguese (and Spanish) Language, was presented at the Digital Humanities 2014 Conference at Lausanne.